The Middle Jurassic of western and northern Europe:
i t s subdivisions, geochronology and correlations
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The palaeogeographic settings of Denmark and East Greenland during the Middle Jurassic are
outlined. They lay in the widespread epicontinental seas that covered much of Europe in the
post-Triassic transgression. It was a period of continuing eustatic sea-level rise, with only distant
connections to world oceans: to the Pacific, via the narrow Viking Straits between Greenland
and Norway and hence the arctic Boreal Sea to the north; and to the subtropical Tethys, via some
1200 km of shelf-seas to the south.
The sedimentary history of the region was strongly influenced by two factors: tecronism and
climate. Two modes of tectonic movement governed basinal evolution: cn~stalextension leading to subsidence through rifting, such as in the Viking and Central Grabens of the North Sea;
and sul~crustalthermal upwelling, leading to domal uplift and the paitition of marine basins through
emergent physical harriers, as exemplified by the Central North Sea Dome with its associated
volcanics. The climatic gradient across the 30" of temperate latitude spanned by the European
seas governed biotic diversity and biogeography, finding expression in rock-forming biogenic
carbonates that dominate sediments in the south and give way to largely siliciclastic sediments
in the north.
Geochronology of unrivalled finesse is provided by standard chronostratigrapliy based on the
hiosrratigraphy of ammonites. The Middle Jurassic saw the onset or considerable bioprovincial
endemisms in these guide-fossils, making it necessary to construct parallel standard zonations
for Boreal, Subboreal or NW Eun~peanand Submcditcrranean Provinces, of which the NW
European zonation provides the primary international standard. The current versions of these
zonations are presented and reviewed.
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Middle Jurassic sediments occur in almost all parts of
what is conventionally drawn as the present-day continent of Europe -from Portugal to the Caucasus, Sicily
to Svalhard, the Hebrides to the Petshora - b u t in the
context of the present book, we shall confine o~~rselves
essentially to western and northern Europe, broadly
from the Alps to the Arctic (Fig. 1). The shelr-seas of
the Rarents Shelf and Svalbard, also still part of Europe
today, are not included, but the eastern shores of
Greenland are. The palaeolatitudes in the Middle Jurassic
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were about liolower than they are u~day,so that Europe
straddled the temperate zones from the sub-tropical to
the sub-arctic. This is fully reflected both in the lithoand biofacies of the sediments, ranging from thc prcdominantly warm-water carbonates in the south, with
their immensely diverse fossil biotas, to the siliciclastics
with their impoverished fossil assemblages in the north.
IIistorically, western Europe, as the cradle of geological science together with its superbly developed
Jurassic successions, has given us a longstanding knowl-
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edge of tlrat Syaem unrivalled in detail. This is particularly the case in the Middle Jurassic. It provides the
primary srandard fur comparisons with the rest of the
world. To this Denmark has cc~n~ril~utcd
little, for its
Jurassic lies alniost wholly in the subsurface.
More recently, the post-war quest for petroleum has
opened up what had largely h e n an immense geological
trrru incognitu, the circurn-global Arctic. It quickly
became apparent that the Middle Jurassic of the Arctic
could not be simply correlated with that of western
Europe because of non-overlapping endemisms in the
distributions of the critical geochronometers, here the
ammonites as guide-fossils. Rut at the same time. Danish
geological expeditions to East Greenland revealed the
key to correlations through the presence there of a
residual sedimentary and hiostratigraphical record so
good that it has in turn hecome the chronostratigraphical standard for the whole of the Arctic. This gives the
Jurassic of East Greenland an importance out of all proportion to the modest extent of its clutcrops.
The Middle Jurassic makes also an impo~tantcontribution to another area of lnore recent geological
exploration. It is that of the former shelf-seas whose sediments now lie under the North Sea and along the margins nf the southern North Atlantic, and whose interplay
of tectonics and patterns of sedimentation form the
major topics in other papers of the present volume.
Here, Denmark does play a significant role by v i m ~ e
of its position between the centres of active rifting in
the North Sea and the passive littonl inargins of the Baltic
craton. The role of East Greenland is twofold. Firstly,
it offers unique opportunities for direct study of fine
examples, now splendidly exhumed onshore, of the
kind ~f structures and 1,asin-fills widespread in the suh-

I.ircin8 f,age:
Fig. 1. The palaeogrograpl~yof western Europe in the Middlc
Jurassic in early-mid Batilonian times. The dot-dashcd lincs
south of Ar-LBL represent the approxirnatc northerly limits of
dominantly carbonate lithologics Thc channel s h o r n hcrwccn
Greenland and thr Hanon-Rockall Landrn:iss (Ihr Easl Grrmland Rift of Zieglcr 1982) is highly conjcrtu~&l.
Aq, Arluilainr
Basin; Ar, Armorica: Bo. Bohcmia; CNSD, Ccnl~*lrrlonll Sca
Dome: CO,Cornuhia; Fr, Franconia; He, Hcivdir highs (Aar,
Gothard, Mt. Blanc massifs); HI, Hurry Inlcl; HP, Hrhridran
Platform. HRL,Hatton-Rockall Landmass; LRL, I.<,ndunBrabant Landmass: Lu,Lositanian hasins: MC, Mashil' Central;
MNSH, Mid North Sea High; MO, Mordy PirLlr I~asin:NB. Newfr,nnrlland Ranks; m. Park Wasin; RFH, Ringkding-Fyn High,
SM, Spanidr M e r r a ; SP, Silrtland Piatfonil; SW, Swabia:
TT, Trondlieinl Fjord; VG, Viking Graben; Vi, Vindelicia;
Vo, Vocontian Trougil.

surface of the North Sea, important in the search for
petroleum hut necessarily mapped largely b y indirbct
geophysical methods. Secondly, the hioslratigraply of
its ammonites provides the inost precise available timecontrol on the genetic sedimentolohy and basin analysis, at a level of time-resolution that can significantly
steer the interpretations. This chronostratigraplly is outlined here in some detail.

Palaeogeography, sedimentary basins
and tectonics
The Middle Jurassic experienced a continuing first-order
worldwide (eustatic) rise in average sea level, reflected
in the transgressive sediments still preserved on almost
all or the surviving palaeocratonic, peri-oceanic margins of the former supercontinent Pangea. Taking the
most optimistic estimate (see, for example, discussion
by Hallam 1988) of, say, + 200 m for the Jurassic as a
whole, this would suggest a tnean value in the region
of 50-100 m for thicknesses of epicontinental marine
Middle Jurassic sediments that could he ascribed to
eustatically-created accommodation space. One of the
most plausible direct estimales to date (Sahagian et al.
l996)> hased on the truly cratonic Russian Platform,
gives about 30 m for the Bajocian-Callovian inclusive.
Whatever the meaning of such a figure might be generally, it. does provide a yardstick when trying to estimate, or derive, the relative importance of the
shorter-period, higher-order processes that modulate
almost all sedimentary successions more locally. This
includes the relative importance of higher-order eustatic fluctuations and regional tectonics in particular.
Palaeogeographically, the region around Denmark
d u ~ theJurassic
g
lay still firmly inland on the Laurentian
craton (Fig. 1).The landscape was one of gently undulating post-Caledonian and post-Hercynian lopogrdphy
whose highs had been eroded during the Carboniferous
and l'erlnian and whose lows had accumulated shallow marine evaporites and lacustrine or fluviatile continental sediments during the Triassic, a period of
historically low worldwide sea level. The marine transgressions marking the onset of a new major cycle of
eustatic sea-level rise at the beginning of the Jurassic
then flooded a vast peneplain and inaugurated the
regime of very extensive, shallow epicontinental seas
so characteristic of theJurassic and Cretaceous, far distant from the oceans and having few, if any, close current analogues. To the east lay the Eurasian continent,
almost as large as it is today. To the north lay Fen-
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noscandia, firmly emergent during the whole of the
Jurassic. To the west lay the shallow seas covering the
North Sea, the British Isles and what are now the continental shelves of the North Atlantic, with the North
American continent as far as Idaho and British Columbia
beyond. To the south lay the shallow basins of the
European platform, such the Anglo-Parisian,Aquitanian,
Keltiberian, Rhodano-Helvetic, Franco-Swabian, Lower
Saxonian and Polish Basins. The nearest ocean was the
Tethys, 1200 km to the south. Access to it was not unrestricted hut open through several broad channels. The
only other access to the world's oceans was northwards, through the Viking Straits, another broad seaway lying between Pennoscandian Norway and
Laurentian Greenland (not the Viking Graben, a tectonic
entity), connecting the central European seas with those
of the Arctic and thence the Pacific.
A nuniber of residual IIercynian nllnps persisted as
basin highs or even islands during the MiddleJurassic.
l'hey include the Anglo-Brabant landluass ('LondonArdennes Island'), the Scottish Ilighlands, Cornubia,
Armorica, the Massif Central, the Harz (Hercynia),
Bohemia and Silesia. None of tllcsc were large or high
enough to be major passive sources of primary ccrarse
siliciclastic sediment, and although transgressive Middle
Jurassic shoreline deposits may be ohsewed at various
places on them, the extent of their pn)ximal facies is
usually rather local. The largest source of both cwarse
and fine siliciclastics rnust havc 1,ecn the Scandinavian
crystalline massils to the north and east and, in the
Viking Straits, also Greenland. The cmarser sediments
now occupy much of the shelves of the North Atlantic
and a broad belt extending from the northern North Sea
over rlenmark into the Baltic. The finer sediments were
very widely dispersed and the predominant facies of
the European Middle Jurassic - the Brown Jura -north
of the carhonare belts are clays, silts and fine-grained
sands. Supply in most cases kept u p with demand and
even in troughs created by local subsidence (see below),
water depths stayed more or less constant. l'he epiconrinenral European seas were shallow, perhaps in the
range 0-100 m, and quite small oscillations of relative
sea level could produce wansgressions and regressions
over great distances. The positions of former shorelines
are therefore often more than usually elusive.
This general first-order picture was however widely
disrupted by tectonic movements. The break-up of Pangea
had commenced and by the MiddleJurassic, Gondwana
had parted from Laurasia. The North Atlantic remained
closcd, but the Central Atlantic had opened and West
Africa was now separated from Appalachian America by

1000 km of ocean. The effects of these major continental movements were clearly not localised in the Tethys
but felt also further north. One widespread expression
was in the form of rifting into horst and graben or halfgraben stnlchlres. Thus, the Vocontian Trough in southern France contains u p to 750 m of Middle Jurassic
sediments (Terres noires); the Lusitanian Basin off weste m Poln~galup to 700 m; the Central Graben of the
North Sea, up to 1000 m, the Viking Graben of the northern North Sea, up to 250 m; and the basins of the Viking
Straits whose fill is now preserved onshore in East
Greenland, up to 700 m. These were correlated major
pemrbations extending over 2000 km on a single plate.
Extensional rifting was complemented by other perturbation~of a different character: a transient regional
~ ~ p l icentred
lt
in the Central North Sea (Ziegler 19821,
driven by thermal upwelling of a suhcrustal plume and
followed by its dissipation and subsidence. The history
of this event has been recently described in consiclerable detail by Underhill & Partington (1993, 1994). The
rise of the dome began in the late Early Jurassic
(Toarcian). It broke marine surface in the Aalenian with
the onset of erosion, providing a new source of sediment for its surrounding basins. It culminated with the
eftilsion at its centre of a thick lava pile up to 1500 m
thick, probably during the Bathonian-Callovian.
Formel-lytermed the Rattray Formation (Deegan &Scull
19771, these Middle Jurassic volcanics have been redefined as the Rattray Volcanics Member and the Ron
Volcanics Member, both of the Pentland Formation
(Richards et al. 1993). Deflationary subsidence with
erosional peneplanation was substantially complete in
the Late Oxtordian and was followed by marine transgression. The differential uplift of the central dome is
estimated to have been (at least) 400-500 m. The whole
cycle of topographic uplift and subsidence had a period
of 40 Ma, but its highest point lay in the Middle Jurassic.
Its palaeogeographic effects extended over an area
more than 1200 km across, from the East Shetland
Platform in the north to the Scottish Highlands and
Yorkshire in the west, to the London-Brabant Massif in
the south and the Kingkabing-Fyn IIigh in the east and
taking in the Mid North Sea High - covering in fact almost
the whole of the North Sea. Movements were more
likely to have been pulsed than steady, both o l doming and 01rifting. Their sedimentary expressions could
thererore well havc been a1 least partly time-correlated
across the region and given rise to widely recognisable
successions or sequences and systems tracts. But with
such a strong tectonic overprint, both of doming and
of rihing, claims to be able successfully to identify an

underlying higher-order eustatic cyclicity in the Middle
Jurassic of the North Sea seem somewhat improbable.

Palaeolatitude, climatology and
bioprovincialism
The shelf-seas of the European Middle Jurassic ranged in
latinldes finm about palaeolatitude 2X"N (hencefotth abbreviated to p-48") in the south, at the northern tnargins of
the Tethys, to about p48'N at, say, central East Greenland
(S~nithetal. 1981). The climatic gradient is clearly evident
in sedimentary facies. In the south, carbonates dominate,
such as lime mudstones and skeletal gainstones, including coarse echinoder~n'breccias'. There are widely developed carbonate platforms and ramps. In the north,
carbonates are rare or absent and never rock-forming.
The pattern between these extremes is complex. It was
evidently detennined by an interplay of current patterns
and topography, which strongly influenced the distribution of both benthic and nektoplanktonic biows. Thus, for
instance, the eastern Paris Basin, the Jura and what are
now the Helvetic Alps (p-32"N) saw the build-up of a
range of thick bioclastic carlmnate platforms in the
Bajociac-Rathonian. The,= shielded the SwaboFmnconian
Basin lying k h i n d them from Tethyan influence on its western side, its southern and eastern sides being bounded
by the Vindelician and Bohemian massifs, The contrast
between the Paris and Swabo-Franco~anBasins, lying at
similar palaeolatitudcs, could therefore hardly be greater,
the former abounding in a rich and highly diverse wannwater fossil biora; the latter, a sediment-starved basin with
a highly illpoverished fauna and almost no carhonates.
Furrher north-west, the warm-water carbonales and their
rich biotas, with comls, reached the Cotswolds of England
(p-37"N), whereas the Middle Jutrrssic of northern Germany
at the same latitude was ahnost as impoverished as that
of Franconia. The furthest no& that Tethyan warm-water
influences are detected is Scoresby Sund, East Greenland
(p48ON), where Bathonian hermatypic corals have been
found very close to the rranqgressive western shoreline of
the Viking Straits (Hakansson et al. 1971; Callornon &
Bukelund 1980).
Of immediate concern is the influence of the factors
outlined above on the distribution of one group of
organisms, the ammonites, for these are the leading
guide-fossils whose biostratigraphy provides the primary slandard clronostratipphy over the whole region.
The Middle Jurassic saw a strong segregation of the
ammonites into three fauna1 provinces. These occupy
successive, broadly latitudinal belts.

The most southerly helt lies along the northern margins of the Tethys, including Ihcria (but not the Betic
and Subbetic basins of Andalucia), Aquitaine, the southern Paris Basin, the southern Jura, peri-Carpathian
Poland and much of the Balkans. It is usually referred
to as the Subtnediterranean Province of the Tethyan
Realm. Its ammonite faunas are rich, diverse and characteristic of wartn-water, shallow neritic shelf-seas. They
differ from those of the Tethyan Province proper mainly
in compositions, which are reflections of diflerent bioecological habitats. l'he true Tethyan faunas arc made
up predolninantly of pelagic groups such as P~ylloct~rus
and Lytoceras and are found in the pelagic carbonates
of former seamounts and carbonate platforms still preserved, for example, in Andalucia, Sicily, the Apennines,
the Venelian and Austrian Alps and the southern Balkans.
Their places of entomblnent were not necessarily in
deep water - some of them accumulated cross-bedded
oolites - although their living habitats almost certainly
were. They do occasionally mingle with the faunas of
the shell-seas, but then invariably as rare stragglers.
The next belt constitutes the Subboreal Province of
the BOI-ealRealm. It extended from the Scottish Highlands in the north (p-42"N) across northern Europe
(southern England, Normandy, Boulonnais, Germany
and the northern Jura, northern and central Poland)
into the Moscow-Voljia-Donets Basins on the Russian
Platform, across the northern Caucas~~s
into tnns-Caspian
'lhrkmenistan and the hasins o l the Amudarya, north
of Afghanistan, before now k i n g lost under the
Himalayan ranges of lhc Paniirs. In the Aalenian,
Bajocian and Bathonian, the distinction between Sublnediterranean and Suhboreal faunas lies almost wholly
in their diversities rather than in their mutually exclusive distributions. The provinces are therefore rarely
explicitly differentiated in these Stages and their faunas usually referred to simply as 'European'. The diversity-difkrentiation is however already clearly discernible
in the Aalenian, during which typically Suhmediteranean
families reached Dorset in abundance (Callornon &
Chandler 1994) while being vim~allyunknown in Swabia
and Franconia. The Subboreal Province became clearly
differentiated from the Submediterranean Province only
in the later Middle Jurassic, the Callovian. It was characterised mainly hy two families. the Cardioceratidae
and Kosrnoceratidac, whose distributions were complementaqr to those of the Submediterranean Reineckeiidae
and Oppeliidae. The 1,oundaries could be sharp, as in
going from si)ulhcrn Nommdy into Touraine and Poitou,
or very diffuse, with much overlap, as in Germany.

The third, most northerly, belt constitutes the Boreal
Province of the Roreal Realm. It existed sporadically
already in the Toarcian and Aalenian, b ~became
~ t
clearly
and strongly differentiated in the late Early and early
Late Bajocian. It then persisted into the Cretaceous. It
occupied the shelf-seas of the Arctic (there being no
pnsitive evidence of the existence at that time of a truly
(~ceanicArctic Ocean), froin the Alaskan North Slope
through the Yukon over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago
into Svalbard and the whole of the Barents Sea including Franz Josef Land, Novaya Zemlya and the Petshora
Basin, the Laptyev Sea and Kheta and Lena Basins in
north-central Siberia, and thence into north-eastern
Siberia and back to the Bering Straits. During the Middle
Jurassic this sea, forming a rough triangle ( ~ sides
f
5000
km, was largely land-locked on twn sides, by Laurmtia
and Eurasia (see inap in Callomon 1985, text-fig. 6a).
Conltllunication in the early Middle Jurassic wilh the rest
of the world's oceans was possible in only two arcas.
The first was through a series of gateways into the
northern Pacific, between Kolyrrra in far-eastern Siberia
and eastern Alaska (although an anywhere near precise knowledge of where these gateways lay mnst await
a satisfactory plate-tectonic reconstn~ctionof this whole
region). The second was the relatively narrow channel
of the Viking Straits leading southwards to the epicontinental seas of Europe and thence to the Tethys. A
third route opened in the late Middle Jurassic, in the
Callovian, when marine transgression from the Petshora
across the Russian Platform finally inundated the
Moscow-Volga Rasins and thence completed the connections with the European epeiric seas fro111 the east.
The connecting route of particular interest here is the
one between Laurentia and Fennoscandia along the
Viking Straits. The largely landlocked Middle.Jurassic
seas of the Arctic developed their own endemic faunas
of atlltnonites, which lived and evolved there in almost
total isolatioil fro111those further south. They did however venture down the Viking Straits as far as the
Shetland Islands. Here the seas divided into two channels (Fig. 1). ?'he we&erly one passed southwards to
the west of Ireland, along the Faroe-Rockall troughs and
perhaps others even further west, and gave connections
with the western Tethys presumably via the Lusitanian
seas west of Iberia. Little detail is so far knuwn about
the Middle Jurassic history of these channels. The easterly channel passed to the east of the Shetlands in the
general direction of the North Sea and its sediments are
preserved and well-documented in the Viking Graben,
particularly in the Brent Field (Deegan & Scull 1977;
Underhill L+ Partington 1993). The most southerly point

from which fully marine Boreal Uathonian sediments
with ammonites have so far been described appcars 10
be at Total's well 9/10b-1 (Rruce Ficld, 59°40'N, p44%; Callomon 19791, 170 km ESE of Lerwick in the
Shetlands. Progress further snuthwards into the North
Sea was then blocked by the emergent Central North
Sea Dome. Its western non-marine flanking sediments
have long been recognised in the various 'Estuarine
Series' found in the Aalenian-Dathonian Middlc Jurassic
of Britain, from Scotland to the eastern Midlands. Marine
connections between the northern North Sea and the
normal marine seas of Wessex, and the north German
and Polish basins were completely cut by a physical barrier. No Middle Jurassic ammonites have been recorded
from Denmark, although typical European faunas are
again well-represented in the southern Baltic (Stoll
1934). The anlmonite faunas of the Boreal and European
Provinces were urholly segregated: no region of overlap is known. Both faunas evolved independently and
provide the biochrnnologies on which the standard
c:hronoznnarions are based. This means, however, that
these chronozonations have had to be worked out independently, one standard scale for each Province (see
below), and correlations between these provincial scales
continue to range from problematic to impossible. Of
particular interest here is the fact that the most detailed
biochronology of the Boreal Bajocian-Bathonian
amnlonites anywhere in the Arctic has been that
recorded in central East Greenland, through an unusually favourable combination of circumstances (Callornon
1993). It provides currently the chronostratignphic standard of reference for the whole of the Arctic.
What of the channels to the west of Ireland? No
Boreal Middle Jurassic ammonites have so far been
found anywhere along their former courses, although
this may he due wholly to lack of (1utc1-opor sampling
in horeh~~les.
Certainly no ammonites penetrated as far
south as the Lusitanian basins (p-30°N). Yet that there
must l ~ a v cbeen a fully marine c(1nnection is attested
by those hermatypic corals fuund in Milne Land, East
Greenland: they could have got there hy no (Ither route.
The failure of the ammunites to migrate southwards
therefore probably reflects an ecological barrier: a case
perhaps of inability to migrate against a northerly-flowing warm-water current carrying an inimical food-chain.
Direct marine cotlnections between the Arctic and
Europe were restored in the Early Callovian. A second
Boreal family of ammonites, the Kosmoceratidae, also
with a long pre-Callovian history in the Arctic, suddenly appeared in Europe. But whether the connection
was via the Viking Straits or via the Russian Platform
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Fig. 3. The standard zonal cIm,nr,slraligx~phy of the Middlr
Jurassir in the three arrunonite Saunal 1,iogeugraphic provinces
represented in Europe. The primary stan~larrlis the Northwest
European or Suhboieal, shown in tllr centre (column A). ?hc
seconda~ystandard in the Sd,meriilcrr:~ncan Provincc is on
the left (B), that in the Roreal Pn,vin<:r lhr: right (C). For
annotations, see text. The Sd,rnedilerr:mcan 7vnation for thc
Aalenian and Lower Bajocian is the same as thr: Northwrst
European/Subhoreal and is not separately indicated. No
anlmonite faunas of these ages are known from tllr Br,rt.al
I'rovincc itself In the Toarcian (Lower Jurassic) below, a
scparatr zonation is again introdiiced for the
Mrdilr~nncan/TcthyanProvince.

or Subzones, there is no unique or permanent way of
drawing the diagrams. The scheme adopted here is to
assume that the time-intervals between adjacent distinguishable ammonite biohorizons in the primary standard (A) are equal. As they are the smallest tune-intervals
at present resolvable by means of ammonites, the errors
in this assumption are likely to have the least effect on
the implied relative durations of the coarser units, the
Zones and Subzones. The known tlumber of such resolvable biohorizons is of course not final either. But as the
European standard has been worked on intensively over
a long time, it is safe to say that in the Middle Jurassic
at least, we are now close to what is achievable in timcresolution by means of ammonites. Taking the estimates of duration of the Middle Jurassic quoted at the
beginning, of 21 i+
4?) Ma, the average time-interval
between faunal horizons (115) is 180 i+
36) ka; the average duration of a standard Zone (28) is 750 (? 150) ka.
Correlation between European Subborcal and
Submediterranean scales (A-D) is sufficiently close to
draw them on the same scale. Correlation between the
European and Boreal scales (A-C) even at Zonal level
is so imprecisely known that they have to be drawn quite
indepcndently. Tt is however probable that the lowest,
Rorealis Zone correlates with levels at around the
Lower-Upper Rajocian boundary. Such a correlation
lvad been previously postulated on the basis of a chain
of correlations via the North American Cordillera
(Callomon 1985, p. 64). It has now been confirnled
thmugh measurements of the stable isotopic ratio of
strontium ( T ~ r p S rin
) belemnites @H. Callo~llon,
unpub
lished data; M. Engkilde, personal communication 1997).
Scale C is therefore also drawn on a faunal-horizon
equal-inte~valassumption, based on the best available
ammonite biochronology of East Greenland. The Borcal
intervals have, however, been stretched somewhat relative to those of the European standard, to take the
Borealis Zone down to the early Upper Bajocian.

A: European Subboreal primary standard
The names of both Zones and Subzones as currently
in use have been written out. To complete their definitions, the bounding time-plancs of these standard
chronostratigraphic units have to be fixed in boundary
stratotype sections. While such definitions have been
proposed for many of the Zones and Suhzones, none
have so far been formally ratified by the International
Corntllission on Stratigraphy, whose aspiralions do not
currently descend below the level of standard Stages

(Cowie et al. 1986). The lack of such formal definitions
appears to have remarkably little consequence in practical day-to-day arfairs. The rcason has been pointed
out repeatedly (Callomon 1995) and is important. It is
that rocks are correlated by means of the contents of
Zones - what lies between the hounding time-planes
- rather than hy correlation ( ~ the
f time-planes themselves. The wide variations in the relative time-values
and numbers of Subzones in Zones as shown in the column are almost entirely of historical origin, reflecting
a compromise between the g r ~ ~ wof
t hknowledge (faunal horizons) and a desire to retain some stability in zonal
nornmclature. (In the times of Oppel(1856-58) and of
Waagen (18671, the number of Zones in what is today's
Middle Jurassic was 13; in Arkell's review of 1956 it
was 21; here it has grown to 28).

Aalenlan-Bajoclan
Rased on recent revisions (Callomon & Chandler 1990;
Callornon 1995; Callo~llon& Cope 1995).

Bathonian
The chronostratigrapl~yof this Stage was one of the last
to be worked out in Europe because of exceptionally
difficult ammonite biostratigraphy - scattered part-sections with only sparse ammonites. The first comprehensive modem syntheses by Gabilly (1965) and Mangold
(1970) were based on the successions in western and
eastern France, respectively. A review by Westermann
& Callomon (1988) of its fauna1 successions was h'
wen
in terms of 16 faunal horizons, some of which (3-14)
are numbered here. Some subsequent refinernenrs in the
Upper Rathr~nianof Swabia were reported by Diet1 &
Callomon (198X),and a discrepancy between the Middle
and Upper Rathonian boundaries as drawn in the
Northwest European and Suhmediterranean classifications was resolved by Mangold (1988). The most recent
reviews, by Callomon & Cope (1995, p.73) and Mangold
& Rioult (1997), differ in some derails of nomenclan~re
but retain essentially the same biostratigraphic basis of
faunal horizons. Thus horizon 11, of Procerites quercinus, is elevated into a Quercinus Subzone of the
Northwest European Hodsoni Zone, thereby raising the
base of the Orbis Zone by one horizon; and the
Convergens and Yeovilensis Subzones of the Zigzag
Zone are given separate names in the Suhmneditemean
Province. The historically-conditioned difference between

the nunlhers of faunal horizons in the 1~1we1--Middle
and
Llpper Bathonian respectively is here particulal-ly marked.

Callovian

z(1nation is used for tlic Lower and all but the topmost
Middle Rath(1nian.Diffcrentiati(1n l~ccametnarked only
in the Upper Rathonian. The Suhmediterrancan succession was worked our mainly in France, particularly
in Poirou (Gabilly 196i), the southern Paris Basin and
the southern Jura (Mangold 1970). There its uppermost
part appears to he marked als(1 by a widcsprcad faunal
or stratigraphical non-sequence, so that the BathonianCallovian boundary was until recently not clearly characterised (see helow-).

Much near inforrnation in recent years has greatly aniplified our knowledge of the Lower and Upper parts of
the Stage. The former was revised by Callomon et al.
(1988) and Page (19891, the latter by Dierl (1994 and
unpublished data, based on excavations in Swahia) and
Callotnon & Cope (1995). The Hetveyi Zone is the former Macrocephalus Zone renamed, after it was disCallovian
covered that the type-horizon of the index Macrocepbalites fi~~acrocepbalus
(Schlotheim) did not in fact
Based predominantly on the faunal succession in western France worked out hy Cariou (1980, 1984). His
lie in its eponymous Zone (Callomon et al. 1992). A simlabelling of fauna1 horizons (I-XX) has been included
ilar change of index will have to be made for the
here, although the names of the Subzones,.many of
Spinosum Subzone of the Athleta Zone, because the
which contain only a shlgle faunal horizon, have been
type-horizon of Kosrwoceras spi?zostun0.de C. Sowerby)
omitted. Both bottom and top of the succession are
is now known to lie in the Lamberti Zone. Only the
marked by regionally widespread gaps. Since Figure 3
Coronahlln Zone remains in need of a modern revision.
The Middle-Upper Callovian boundary as reproduced
was drawn, however, a newly discovered section at
here was defined in terms of the phyletic transients of
Uuffevent, near Niort in Poitou, shows an expanded sucthe lineage of Kosnzocer<~.s
cession that spans the Uathonian-Callovian boundary
in England (Callomon 1964,
(B. Balusscau, P. Branger and E. Cariou, personal com1968) and not on the first appearance 11f PtdLoceras.
munications 2000). Most particularly, one of its beds has
which came in a little later. The upper boundary of the
Callovian Stage, and hencc tlrc Middlc-Upper Jurassic
yielded Keppleritrs kepplen', characteristic of the basal
faunal horizon of the Callovian Stage by definition
boundary, has always been takcn biostratigraphically
(Callomon & Diet1 2000). The bases of the Callovian
L(, lie hctwccn the highcsl known faunal horizon orthe
Lamberti Zone, that of Q~ren.sledIocera.~paz~cicostatum Stages in both primary W European (A) and secondary
Submediterranean (U) classifications can therefore be
I.ange, and the lr~wcslhorizon of the Oxfordian Mariac
takcn to coincide exactly.
Zone, that of Q. zc>oodhumen.seArkell. It was usually
There remain s(1mc nomcnclatural inconsistencies
easy to recognise because over large parts of Eorthwest
to he resolved, in that wlrilc some of the Zones, e.g.
Europe it is marked by a non-sequence. The discovery
Gracilis and Anceps, are named after distinct Subof expanded sequences across the boundary; e.g. in
mediterranean indices, others, such as Cc~n~natum
and
Dorset and southern France, has made the final choice
Athleta, share their names with their countcrparls in
of stratotype section a matter of current debate.
the primary standard (A). Yet these Zones are independently defined and are of slightly different extents.
The Submediterranean Athleta Zone, for instance, has
B: Subrnediterranean secondary standard
been chosen to begin at the first appcarance of Pettoeeras
in the Hecticocerus trezeense horizon, XV. which lies at
Aalenian-Bajocian
a level near the top of the Phaeinum Subzc~nec ~ fthe
primary Arhleta Zone. The lowest Callovian Zone had
The Northwest European zonation is applicable and
for a long time been given a separate name and idenno separate scheme has been mtroduced.
tity, the Bullan~tnZone, as neither its base nor its top
could be closely correlated with the primary standard.
Precise correlation of its base has nonr been achieved
Bathonian
(see above) and so the main ohstacle overcome. It has
therefore been entered in Figure 3 also under the name
Also reviewed by Westerman & Callotnon (1988) and
of the primary index as Henreyi Zone ( d i m MacroMangold & Rioult (1997). The Northwest European

cephalus). As its top, the base of the overlying Gracilis
Zone, continues to be independently defined, it Inay be
nlore appropriate, however. to continue to follow French
usage (Thierry et al. 1997) and to retain the Bullaturn
Zone in the Submeditemanean classification. An analogous alternative for the name of the top Callovian Zone
in the Submeditei~aneanProvince, instead of Lainberti,
would he [Pelzspbinctosl Alligatus Zone.

C: Boreal secondary standard
This was recently reviewed by Callomon (19931, t~ased
on the ammonite succession in East Greenland. Almost
no ainmonite faunas of Aalenian - Early Rajocian ages
have been recorded anywhere in the European Arctic,
and in much of the region the rccord of this period is
marked either by stratigraphical gaps, or unfossiliferous or notl-marine deposits (Smelror 1994). In East
Greenland, the youngest ammonite launas known from
below the Uorealis Zone are of Early Toarcian age
(Pseudoliocoras Lv/hcn.se, Rifr(~nsZone). In Svalbard
and the Darcnts Shelf, the same is probably tiue, for
claims 10 have recognized earliest Aalenian ammonites,
associated with Toarcian forms, in a remanie conglomerate, the Rrentskardhaugen Bed (Wierzbowski et
al. 19811, are based almost certainly on misidentifications as close Aalenian homoeolnorphs of the older
Toarcian species.
The Borealis Zone is clearly I-ecognisahlethroughout the whole of the Arctic and is now known to correlate with the lower Upper Bajocian of Europe or levels
even a little older (see general discussion above).
Thereafier, the fauna1 horizons are numbered 1-35 up
to the top of the Lower Callovian, as in Callomort (1999,
with a few subsequent additions based on recent ~mpublished field observations. They form the basis of Lhc
Boreal zonation. Zones have so far not been subdivided, and their different relative durations also reflect
the historical evolution of knowledge. In the Middle and
LJpper Callovian of East Greenland, ammonites are so
sparse (although the succession is thick) that they contribute nothing further to standard chronostratigraphy.
Elsewhere, for example in arctic Russia and Siberia, the
Upper Callovian is divided into a lower Zone of Lmngcrrviceras keyserlln<qiand an upper Zone of Eboracicems
szrbordinarium (Meledina 19771, hut the ammonite
hiostratigraphy is so lragmcntary that they have not
been included here.

Conclusion
The Middle Jurassic of those pasts of Europe under discussion in this volume encompasses a highly diverse
range of tectonic, sedimentary and palaeohiotic developments. To unravel their evolution successfully calls
for the closes[ p(~ssihletime-control of the rocks: of
time-correlations over distances and of time-resolution
more locally. Fortunately, such time-control is provided
by an abundance of good guide-fossils, the ammonites,
whose hiostratigraphy has given 11s a chronostratigraphic
calendar of unrivalled finesse and hence, conversely,
the clocks for dating individual rocks with great precision. The constn~ctionof the calendar has taken inuch
effort over many years in many countries and the calendar that has emerged may seem complicated. But
the rewards jusnfy the effort needed to lnaster these complexiries.
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